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Why SalesEDGE? 

The SalesEDGE solution can help.
Here are just a few of the things SalesEDGE can do for you and your dealership:

• Daily Dealership Snapshot          • Dealer Alerts of Sales Force Activities
• Day-to-Day Managemen • Management and Performance Reporting
• Inventory System   • Cultivation and Development of Customers

“Our biggest problem is our sales force’s

inability to build a consistent long-term

relationship with their existing customers.”

Laird Mooney
Dealer Principal

McLean Auto Group
San Diego, CA

SalesEDGE ™ is the most innovative customer retention 

tool available. As technology changes and customers 

become more and more sophisticated, one thing will 

always remain the same: people but from people. And 

SalesEDGE™  is the tool you’ll need to manage your 

dealership and maximize the potential of  your sales team.

Today’s dealerships face many challenges. Chief  among them is the high 
turnover ratio of  sales people across the industry. And their dependence on 
showroom traffic. But the biggest problem is teaching your sales force that a 
relationship isn’t over when a customer drives off  the lot. The SalesEDGE 
solution will help your sales people cultivate long-term customer relationships 
that increase loyalty and result in repeat and referral business.

Customers today are more sophisticated than ever. They are better informed 
and have access to an enormous amount of  information. With the explosion 
of  the Internet, customers can research price, customize the car they want 
and even buy their cars online – without ever talking with a member of  your 
sales staff. Bottom line, there’s no natural return on business unless you find a 
way to build loyalty. 

So, whether the inability to retain customers and personnel is the result of  
organizational issues, knowledge-base or sales force training, here’s your 
chance to make a change for the better. 



It’s all about the people.
SalesEDGE can move your sales team from focusing on the next sale to

developing a long-term approach. We call it Relationship-Based Selling .

We know it’s a fundamental shift and that’s why the SalesEDGE

Solution is more than just a software package: it’s also about people. Like

Performance Coaches that give you in-house training and dedicated

Development Representatives that continually monitor your day-to-day

routine. These tactics place a strong emphasis on repeat business, referrals

and personal advertising through continual customer dialogue leading to

a stronger sense of customer loyalty. Our integrated sales, marketing and

service strategy was designed not only to create long-term customer

relationships and ongoing revenue streams, but also to help you maintain

a professional sales team you can count on for years to come. 

Think of SalesEDGE as your total provider , committed to helping your

dealership meet its objective of continued revenue growth and 

pro�tability through customer retention and personnel growth. In fact,

only SalesEDGE can bring the tools and structure needed to a�ect true

behavioral change within your dealership. Our unique approach is based

on real-world experience and an understanding that software without 

support doesn’t work. 

How it works.
SalesEDGE is more than just a lead management tool or Ups tracking 

program. It’s much more than a typical CRM (Customer Relationship

Management) application that was developed to provide dealerships

with a way to manage elements of the sales process. Although these

applications were successful in some areas, they failed to create the 

sustainable behavioral change necessary to drive a signi�cant increase in

sales. That’s why we developed SalesEDGE as a P-CRM TM (Personnel

and Customer Retention Management) program, which puts more focus

on the retention of a new or existing customer.

For SalesEDGE to be deemed successful we knew we had to not only 

create behavioral change but also sustain it over the long-term.In short,

it’s not enough to provide just a software program – you need people on

your side, dedicated to making your business stronger and your 

customers happy. That’s the core of the SalesEDGE solution. By designing

software speci�cally formulated to drive behavioral change, our P-CRM

application takes your dealership to a previously unattainable level. It

provides the sales management team with the ability to e�ectively

monitor and track results of sta� performance.  

In essence, we combined the power of our software with dedicated

Development Representatives whose sole mission is to act as personal

trainers for their assigned dealerships. The SalesEDGE Development Rep

is integral to the success of your dealership; one is assigned to each dealer

to assist management in creating positive change among the sales sta�.

This, in turn, increases pro�t – and provides the personal attention no

one else o�ers.

The SalesEDGE advantage.
We designed SalesEDGE with ease-of-use in mind and made it adaptable to

your individual dealership needs. SalesEDGE is a Web-based application

built with the latest technology from Microsoft® and can be integrated with

your DMS to provide cohesive results throughout the entire dealership or

across multi stores dealership. The security model is based on a 128-bit secure

connection, ensuring your network and data retain the highest security.

Education and training. 
The first steps in success.
Another key component to our P-CRM package is Performance

Coaching for new hires and current employees. This is a full, hands-on

training process taught by our performance management team and

isavailable for all levels of your sta� in our state-of-the-art facilities or at

the dealership. Using the dealership’s own customer data, we’re able to

minimize sta� downtime and o�er direct results. We also provide

immediate feedback on “student” performance and videotape live sessions

to measure success.

When you succeed, we succeed.
The SalesEDGE approach to helping dealers succeed is unique to the

CRM arena. Too often, CRM companies walk away from the dealership

after installation. That lack of on-going support leads to disillusionment

and frustration when the �rst problem arises. And contributes to the

eventual abandonment of the application. That’s where SalesEDGE is

di�erent. Our Development Representatives (Dev Reps) bring intelligent

insight into your organization. On a weekly basis they will identify

strengths and weaknesses to help you grow. They are on call to assist you

with any concerns. And they can arrange weekly phone calls with a member

of your management team. Your Dev Rep is an incredible resource, always

there to help you learn more about the system and discover new ways to

get the most out of this one-of-a-kind sales tool.

The bottom line.
The SalesEDGE P-CRM system provides you with the tools to enhance

your sales, pro�tability and customer care. It will help establish

responsibility and accountability, and will capture and create sales

opportunities for all customer types. 

W ith SalesEDGE you can:

• Reduce your reliance on advertising alone to generate showroom tra�c

• Identify strengths and weaknesses of individual salespeople 
and sales processes 

• Improve the customer service/customer relationship 

• Emphasize the most pro�table type of business – 
repeat and referral customers 

• Provide vital information for performance improvement

• Improve internal dealership communications

When these three things

are combined, as they are

with SalesEDGE, they help

bring about the desired

behavioral changes that

need to take e�ect for you

to be successful.

These software applications, although somewhat successful, typically fail to sustain the behavior changes 
necessary  for dealerships to realize any signi�cant improvement in both sales and customer retention.CRM
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Traditional CRMs fall short while the SalesEDGE P-CRM model stands tall.

Creating and sustaining change is the key to SalesEDGE. Our Personnel and Customer Retention Management 
program is designed to not only drive behavioral changes but also provide management the ability to track performance.P-CRMTM
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Has Your Sales Performance 
Pushed You to the EDGE? 

We’ve Been Waiting for You.

Contact SalesEDGE today.
If you’d like to learn more about how SalesEDGE can help increase your

productivity, we’d love to hear from you. 

Call toll free 866-790-EDGE (3343) today to schedule a demo.

www.salesedgecrm.com
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866-790-EDGE (3343)  
www.salesedgecrm.com

“SalesEDGE is the only 

company to offer such 

a personal approach to 

your sales growth.”
Jim McColgan, 

General Manager
Joe Rizza Acura
Orland Park, IL

www.otiservices.com


